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From the Manager 

Kia Ora e te Whanau, and Happy Matariki!  

As you are probably aware, Matariki is a star cluster within the 

constellation of Taurus, and its appearing, just before the dawn, 

on the eastern horizon of Aotearoa in early June, marks the            

beginning of the Māori New Year.  

May I encourage us all to be more thankful at this special time of 

year, as we reflect on all the good things we have, the             

abundance of our food sources, the breath of life in our nostrils, 

the joy of whanau, and the remembrance of our ancestors who 

have passed on.       

In this edition: 

 In April, clients and staff enjoyed an action-packed 3-Day Camp in and around Napier with our 

friends from Strive Rehabilitation Hawke’s Bay. Activities included: a movie night at EIT, an ‘art deco’ 

bus trip, and visit to the National Aquarium. We were also very happy to be this year’s winners of the 

Ranworth cup challenge. The cup now has pride of place in the dining room at 38 West Street. 

Well done Team Manawatu! 

 I have been really encouraged by the gains made by members of the Personal Development group. The 

group provides positive support, encouragement and joint problem-solving to assist each member 

achieve their individual goals. Read how the group supported Tai’s goal to return to golfing. 

 Read Angel’s account of the Social Afternoon at the end of April. The event was very ‘Hands-On’ … and 

a brilliant way to combine a social activity with hand and arm therapy!  

 Strive Rehabilitation was filled with ‘poppies galore’ in the lead-up to ANZAC Day. Everyone                     

contributed at least one poppy to our poppy mobile, and several clients attended a morning workshop 

where they made giant poppies using willow branches and tissue paper.  

 For several months now, the whole Service (staff included!) have been donning pedometers and                          

recording their steps. This is a collective effort—staff and clients have been divided into five teams, 

which seems to have brought out our competitive sides (Go team Whero)! The goal is for each team to 

walk the equivalent distance of Cape Rienga to Bluff -over 2000 kms! A big thank you to Teresa who 

puts a huge effort into coordinating this activity, and keeping us moving during these winter months.  

 A number of clients have benefitted from a ‘Hand and Arm Therapy’ course run by Chris Hattle 

(Physio) and Ang Shailer. It was really encouraging to see the gains that all of the participants have 

made.  

 Be sure to check out the amazing assemblage pieces that clients have constructed during their art and 

craft sessions. Each one is, not only a unique work of art, but clearly portrays something about the                

personality of the designer.  

 Barry shares his personal story about his career as a professional jockey, his famous ride in the                        

Melbourne Cup, and the fall from a horse which changed the direction of his life.   

 Michael has put together another fabulous Word-find—the theme for this one is around our Cape Reinga 

to Bluff walking challenge.  

Thank you to everyone who contributed to this newsletter. You are my heroes. Stay warm and well during 

these winter months.  Arohanui,           

Terry 
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“Pretty Smooth Tai Woods” Hmmm!!  How far can I hit this ?             

                                     Dan 

Lovely follow through after hitting the 

ball Barry (PGA Professional). 
Looking at my shot I’ve played, not 

looking overly Impressed.       Josh

Great group shot with coffee that Tai 

shouted us. ☺ 

Personal Development Group arranged 

to go to Orlando’s Country Club to have a 

go at the driving range. Tai’s goal was to 

return to golf  and felt amongst friends 

would be the perfect way to make a come 

back. Tai appeared to be instantly back in 

the swing of things producing some good 

shots.  

It was Dan’s first time playing golf and I 

was so impressed with Dan having the 

courage to put himself outside his comfort 

zone and try something new.  Dan even 

managed to get the ball in the net  

(beginners luck). 
Brittany Huckle 
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Our first Social Afternoon of the year was a great success. We integrated our 

theme “Hands On” with the Hand and Arm Therapy programme. During the 

session friends, family and the visitors from the community were able to share 

information and take part in the interactive demonstrations. We moved on to 

the dining room, to set up and play various board games, including Jenga and 

Knitting. The  atmosphere was light-hearted and fun, with music playing in 

the background, compliments of our “ Resident Musicians”     

Angel Wilson    
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A bunch of clients and staff  had the opportunity to access a fantastic workshop 

hosted by REACT the “Rangiwahia Environmental Arts Centre” where the lovely 

Cinderella guided us through the process to make these fabulous poppies 

from their  home-grown willow. Lots of red, black and white tissue paper and a 

gallon of glue ☺  

Meanwhile back at the Centre some of the ladies started clicking their needles to 

create even more beautiful poppies to add to our  growing pile. 

Yes and even the blokes joined in the activity, cutting out  various size circles from  

paper & fabric which they layered and glued together, to make their  selection of     

poppies. Many more to add to our  mountain of red. 

We even have a beautiful harakeke poppy Terry 

whipped up for us. 

A great team effort to create a fabulous wall      

hanging.  

 

    “We Will Remember Them” 
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At the beginning of March we set out on our Cape Reinga to Bluff pedometer  

challenge, consisting of five teams, Kikorangi, Kakariki, Whero,               

Waiporoporo and Kowhai. Each team consists of eight clients & two staff. On     

arrival each day we all clip on our pedometers, after double checking to ensure 

they have been reset from the previous day “no cheating.” Then everyone starts 

the  get physical challenge, with the aim of increasing our activity each day and 

also to have some fun along the way. 

There’s lots of excitement as steps are tallied at the end of each day. Then on  

Friday afternoon the weeks steps are converted into kilometres, which are         

reflected by flags placed on a large map of New Zealand, pinned up for all to see. 

We have a number of very competitive clients and staff, so have had to place  

strategic “road blocks’’ up to keep things fair. There’s also celebratory       

acknowledgements of the “BIG steppers” each week to keep the momentum     

going. 

Our well travelled client Charlie is quite familiar with many places of interest in 

and around NZ, so enjoys further researching the area that the teams are        

currently travelling through and shares some interesting facts with us all. 

 

     Watch out for the next Road Block !! 

1300 steps = 1km 
June 16th 1973 Bulls Bridge 

 collapses... 
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In March 2018, we gathered in Napier, 
to renew the bond we have with our 
colleagues from EIT.  Our annual 
meetings are both reinvigorating and 
relaxing.  The Riverbend Bible Camp 
was the latest venue, just out of       
Napier.  During the trip, we enjoyed a 
tour of Napier and its immediate      
surrounds on an art deco bus.   

Lindsay 

“Shayla here with my Palmy Koro and behind 
Dan and Josh on our way to have lunch, on a 
lovely day by the beach. Then we went to the  

aquarium  and we did a quiz.   

I only went there to see the Sting Rays at 
feed time.” 

   “Whakarongo…” 
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“Cheers G. We thought 

we were chefs!” 

“We are 

having a 

great time 

winning the 

Ranworth 

Cup (ha ha) 

at Napier 

playing bat 

down.”  

“Very 

good 

trip, 

well 

worth 

it!” 

“Hmmm…..” 

“It was an 

awesome 

trip!” 

“The game was fun! We went to lots 

of different places. My Favourite was 

the aquarium , we saw turtles, fish 

and penguins.” 
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HAND & ARM REHABILITATION 2018   

                                                                         

Strive Manawatu has been the venue  of another block course for the  rehabilitation 

of hands and arms affected by Brain Injury / Stroke. 

This year we have had some great additions to our variety of activities … 

Activity Board – this is a unique creation made by  

Rehabilitation Coordinator Warren using bungie 

cords, hose fittings, padlock, nuts, bolts – amongst 

other things. 

Sensory activity table – all kinds of surfaces, textures 

and shapes have been available to experience   

sensations of touch. This included a ‘find by touch 

only’ treasure hunt, a mixture of  objects hidden in a 

large tray of rice. Stacey became the champion of 

hiding the objects so they were harder for the next  

person to find them – Thanks Stacey. 

◄ Allan lining up his posture so he can work 

on arm coordination. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Dan trying hard to achieve a pincer grip.    ► 

He even carried on when the peg fell to the floor 

 
Activities for strength, range of joint movement,  control and coordination, were all 

available to try. The focus for each session was on stretches for the arm and hand. 

Each person can do these in their home setting so the stretches can become    

beneficial – on a daily basis. 

                                                            Till next time - Chris Hattle & Ang Shailer 
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Assemblage is an artistic form or medium usually created on a defined substrate 
that consists of three-dimensional elements projecting out of or from the substrate. 
Similar to collage, a two-dimensional medium, it is part of the visual arts and   
typically uses found objects but is not limited to these materials. The origin of the 
art form dates to the cubist constructions of Pablo Picasso 1912–1914.  

 

At the beginning of 2017 the clients were introduced to the world of collage. Lots of 
magazines and glue sticks later they have filled their visual diaries with wonderful 
art works. They then dabbled into three dimensional collage and have now         
progressed onto Assemblage.  

While out walking clients have collected all sorts of interesting bits, especially off 
cuts of wood from the local ITM site. Numerous items appeared from home as well. 
All this “junk” was  transformed into these amazing works of art. 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Collage
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Visual_arts
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pablo_Picasso
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My career as a jockey started in 1979. 3 years 

later I had my accident. I was 17 at the time and 

was racing at the Awapuni  Racecourse. I had 6 

race rides that day and could not remember 

very much about the day or the races. It was the 

last race of the day, and at the top of the straight 

I fell off my horse. I had stopped breathing and 

was lucky they were able to resuscitate me.  

On the day of the accident the traffic on the 

roads after the races caused delays for the ambulance accessing the hospital, but 

they got me there in time to receive help. I was on life support for 3 days because 

of the bruising on my brain and was unconscious for a week. Overall I was in      

intensive care for 2 weeks and was on the general hospital ward for 5 weeks. I 

spent 6 months in the hospital  rehabilitation ward. One side of my body was weak 

and so I couldn’t walk properly, so I had to use a walker. As part of my physio I did 

a lot of swimming. I remember  that after the accident, my parents said I spoke 

strange.  

Seven of the doctors were against me riding again and one doctor left it up to me 

to make that choice.  It took me 5 months to get back on a horse and my balance 

steadily improved.  

Before my accident I’d had 24 wins. When I finished my career as a jockey I had 

102 wins. It was hard to be a jockey back then as the standards were so high to 

ride again. 

In 1991 at the after race weigh-in, I fainted. In 1993, 11 years after my accident I 

had an epileptic seizure. These continued until my last one in 2003. It took me two 

years and hard work to get my driver’s licence back in 2005. 

After my accident I rode 5 cup winners and I achieved a track record in a 1400m 

race  in 1min 21sec, riding ‘Camille’. My favourite horse was ‘Fantastic’ which my 

father had trained and this was the horse I had the most wins on. The mother of 

‘Fantastic’ was called ‘Size’ which my father also trained. My grandfather had 

trained  ‘Size’s mother.  

In my jockey career I had approximately 2000 rides. The biggest win was the New 

Zealand, St Leger in Wellington and the biggest stake was $125,000 which 

was a lot of money in 1988. That race qualified the horse for the Melbourne Cup 

and  on the day we finished 8th out of 24 which I am very PROUD of.  

I stopped riding at the age of 27.  

 

                                                                                                         Barry Griffin 

Barry’s Story 
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Cape Reinga to Bluff 

WALKING 

JOURNEY 

TRIP 

PATHS 

EXERCISE 

TEAMS 

EFFORT  

LEGS 

FEET 

BLISTERS 

PUFFED 

SIGHTS 

LEARNING 

SHOES  

 
 

MIKE WEBB 

D Y C P E B T H F Z M G H S Z Q W A O Z 

C B S J M K R G S R E T S I L B C E X H 

R W E C O A I G O T H T Q G G M C D V R 

P N C W N C W K R S R G L H M H G P H F 

R T H V F R K O O Y U K R T I O W T B F 

P A T H S T F E R R E W R S B T S A R M 

I J Q W G F V L X A A N Q F G I G P Y Q 

O G H F E E T X W E M N K Y K E Q X Z A 

Y G A E T U Y E E B R Z G Q V Q L U F T 

P Q I H G L E L I I G C B I D L G T D G 

S J T N K H N P L Q K N I W A L K I N G 

W C K O S M R O K R V I W S W B A U B T 

V W Z B E C U E G N I N R A E L B B Q Q 

X D I U O R O P O R O P I A W V E F L V 

K D G D H P J I P Q B T I H K I E Z N I 

Q O P H S U T R H W E J P P K A S N O I 

R R O P D F E T C W E X M H U G K N V E 

E E Z R L F A T N N F N T I M I Y D H Y 

K H D X G E M X D H J S D G J F I E R Z 

R W E N H D S H P I L I X Y D O J V L P 

KAKARIKI 

HIGHWAY 

PEOPLE 

KOWHAI 

KIKORANGI 

WHERO 

WAIPOROPORO 
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Social Afternoon Dates 

2018 !!! 

Bi-monthly  social gatherings a time for staff, 

clients, ex-clients, whanau & friends to come  

together to enjoy each others company… 

 

Friday 29th June: 

Thursday 30th August: 

Wednesday 31st October 

Watch  
 this  
space: 

  
NOA Open Studio 

@ Te Manawa 

Every Wednesday & Thursday 

10am & 2:30pm 

 

Manawatu Home Show 

@ Arena Manawatu 

Friday 20th July 

 

 

Matariki Celebrations:  

Monday June 18th & Friday June 29th: 

Soup & Buns for Lunch at the Centre. 

 

Mid Winter Lunch:  

Tuesday July 21st: 

PN Cosmopolitan  Club 22 Linton Street. 

 

Manawatu Heritage Kiosk: 

Palmerston North’s history resource on wheels!! 

Monday July 23rd - Wednesday August 1st 

Onsite at Strive. 

   Diary Dates: 
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PALMERSTON NORTH HOSPITAL :                                          06 356 9169 

PALMERSTON NORTH POLICE:                                                  06 351 3600    

A1 WHEELCHAIR SERVICES: 0800 222 284     

ACC:  0800 222 822     

WINZ:  0800 559 009      

MENTAL HEALTH CRISIS TEAM:  0800 653 357   

HEALTHLINE:  0800 611 116      

ALCOHOL & DRUG HELPLINE:  0800 787 797  

SAMARITIANS 24 HOURS:  0800 726 666   

CITIZENS ADVICE BUREAU:  0800 367 222     

LIFELINE NZ:  0800 543 354  

JUST ZILCH:                     022 597 2569    

WOMENS REFUGE CRISIS LINE: 06 356 5585 

Strive Rehabilitation Manawatu  

would like to thank the following sponsors. 
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STRIVE REHABILITATION MANAWATU 

38 West St, 

P.O. Box 34 

Palmerston North 

 

g 

Website 

www.striverehabilitationpn.org.nz 

 

                                     

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Phone: 06 3546728 / 021 230 7928 

Email: info@striverehabilitationpn.org.nz 

www.facebook.com/StriveRehabilitationManawatu/ 

 

 

Thank you for all your support  in helping to make our 

rebranding launch a successful day. 


